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Abstract
It has been suggested that Martian obliquity cycles
might cause periodic collapses in atmospheric pres-
sure, leading to corresponding decreases in regolith
thermal conductivity (which is controlled by gas in the
pore spaces). Geothermal heat would then build up in
the subsurface, potentially affecting present–day heat
flow — and thus the measurements made by a heat–
flow probe such as the InSight HP3 instrument. To
gauge the order of magnitude of this effect, we model
the diffusion of a putative heat pulse caused by con-
ductivity changes with a simple numerical scheme and
compare it to the heat–flow perturbations caused by
other effects. We find that an atmospheric collapse
to 300 Pa in the last 40 kyr would lead to a current
heat flow that is up to 2 − 8% larger than the average
geothermal background. Considering the InSight mis-
sion with expected 5−15% error bars on the HP3 mea-
surement, this perturbation would only be detectable
in the best-case scenario of full instrument deploy-
ment, completed measurement campaign, and a well–
modelled surface configuration. The prospects for de-
tecting long-term climate perturbations via spacecraft
heat–flow experiments remain challenging.

1. Introduction
During periods of low obliquity, occurring in cycles of
roughly 120 kyr and 1.3 Myr periods, polar insolation
is reduced, leading atmospheric CO2 to condense onto
the polar ice caps, thereby causing a dramatic reduc-
tion in surface pressure [1, 2, 3, 4] . Since the thermal
conductivity of Martian dry regolith is dominated by
gas filling the pore spaces [5], this leads to a corre-
sponding decrease in its ability to transfer heat, result-
ing in a steeper temperature gradient in the regolith,
and thus raising temperatures below the affected re-
golith layer. As atmospheric pressure, and regolith
thermal conductivity, increases again, the heat stored

underneath this insulating layer will diffuse away and
the thermal gradient will return to its long–term equi-
librium state. During this time, however, an increased
heat flow (relative to average conditions) will be found
in the near–surface, which may bias the results of any
experiments attempting to measure the global average
geothermal flux, such as will be done with the HP3

instrument on the InSight mission.

2. Method
We use a fully implicit, finite control volume approach
to solve the one dimensional, time-dependent heat dif-
fusion equation.

We define a simple three-layer structure, to rep-
resent regolith with a depth of z0 with brec-
cia/megaregolith below and bedrock below that. In
order for our results to be applicable to InSight, we
investigate the effects of varying z0 between 5 and 10
m, with a fixed 10 m thick breccia layer between this
and the bedrock, which itself extends to 2 km depth.
Within each layer, the conductivity is fixed at a single
value, with conductivities during a severe atmospheric
collapse are around five times smaller than current val-
ues for coarse sand and ten times smaller for fine sand
[2, 5].

3. Results
Figures 1 and 2 show the temperature perturbation at
the end of the collapse period, and heat–flow perturba-
tions with time subsequent to that, for various collapse
durations and regolith depths. Temperature perturba-
tions do not exceeding 5 K in these models, resulting
in heat–flow perturbations of between ∼ 2 − 8% of
the current estimated 30 mW m−2 global average heat
flow at the present time (the most recent collapse is
thought to be ∼ 40 kyr ago).

Similar results are obtained for 2-layer, rather than
3-layer, models, while even smaller perturbations are
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Figure 1: Temperature perturbations expected at the
end of a collapse to 300 Pa from various periods of
reduced regolith conductivity with varying regolith
depth z0 (solid: z0 = 10 m, dashed: z0 = 5 m) for
fine-grained regolith.

found for coarser-grained sediment. More severe col-
lapses (for example, down to 30 Pa atmospheric pres-
sure) do induce larger perturbations (up to around
15%), but such collapses appear unlikely in the recent
past given our current understanding of Mars climate.

4. Summary and Conclusions
InSight should measure Martian heat flow to an ac-
curacy of between 5 and 15% (with an instrumental
limit of around 4%) with its HP3 instrument. Thus,
in the best–case scenario (of full instrument deploy-
ment, a complete measurement campaign, and a well-
modelled surface configuration) it may be possible to
detect the effects of past atmospheric collapse as a
slight increase of a few percent in current heat flow.
Nonetheless, distinguishing this increase from a higher
than expected average flux, as well as other sources of
error, will be challenging. The full characterisation of
long time-scale perturbations to subsurface tempera-
ture requires extremely deep measurements, to depths
similar to their skin depths of tens to hundreds of me-
tres, which remains out of the scope of current or fu-
ture space missions.
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Figure 2: Heat–flow perturbation, with time since the
end of an atmospheric collapse to 300 pa, expected at
5 m depth (solid: z0 = 10 m, dashed: z0 = 5 m) for
fine-grained regolith.
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